
Activity Descriptions

Sniper Shoot

An essential skill for any spy, practice your marksmanship on our rifle 

range. Use these high powered pneumatic firearms to shoot at 

exploding targets and score points for your team. 

Crossbows

Have a go with our high-powered, modern crossbows with telescopic 

sights, all under the expert eye of our qualified instructors. Please, no 

shooting apples off colleagues’ heads…

Fire Making

Agents need to be able to survive in the wilderness. The most 

fundamental skill is the ability to light a fire. Under the supervision of 

our instructor you’ll learn how start a fire with very limited resources.

Breakout

Your colleagues have managed to obtain a top secret encrypted 

document. Using the military field telephones in each tent, the task is 

to obtain a description and to replicate it as accurately as possible.



Quad Bikes

Speed and accuracy take equal importance here when riding the 

Yamaha 125cc Quad Bikes. After a helmet fitting and safety brief, 

riders set off around our course under the eye of our track stewards. 

Blindfold 4x4 Driving 

Teamwork and communication is the key to this challenge, 

communicating with your passengers to navigate your way accurately 

around the course.

Activity Descriptions (motorised):

Pulse Ranger 

Time to put the marksmanship into practice. Teams are engaged in 

mortal combat against each other. Pulse Ranger uses lasers to register 

hits on your opponent’s helmet. Like Paintballing but without the pain!

Stage Fighting

Having learnt how to defend yourself, now learn how to take (fake) hits 

like a professional stuntman. Choreograph a fight sequence to earn 

your team points for the most convincing display. 

Laser Maze

This ‘Mission Impossible’ style challenge involves sneaking through a 

maze of laser beams against the clock to retrieve the secret 

documents.

Hand to Hand Combat

It’s not all guns and car chases; our operatives need to be able to 

defend themselves unarmed. Here a martial arts expert teaches you 

self defence techniques.



Argocats

These six wheeled off road vehicles have two seats and with the help 

of our instructor, team members will make their way around our track. 

Great fun on any terrain. 

Mini Tanks

These single-seater tanks are great fun. Miniature versions of WWII 

Panzer tanks, their caterpillar tracks mean they can go over almost 

any ground to navigate around our course.


